



• Perceptually-defined features – e.g. number of legs
• Relationally-defined features – e.g. spatial disposition of the small and big body parts
• Learning task: rule/bias acquisition (+feedback)
• Generalisation: category extension
Learning and generalization of lexical categories in Developmental Language Disorder
Dauvister E.1,2, Philis J., & Maillart C.1
• Children with Developmental Language Disorder (DLD) cope with :
• difficulty in word learning (Kan & Windsor, 2010);
• limited processing resources (Im-Bolter, Johnson & Pascual-Leone, 2006).
• Categorisation and generalisation processes are involved in word learning.
• The rules (bias) a learner has acquired could accelerate word learning and help
generalisation (Perry et al., 2010);
• Data emerge regarding how children with DLD organize their categories
(Collisson et al., 2015, Krzemien et al., 2021) but need to go further
• Generalisation can be defined as a multi-level process (Perry et al., 2010);
• In line with this idea, Bayesian learning (Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007) allow abstract and
hierarchical learning.
Can children with DLD learn and generalise categorisation rules by inductive inference at two levels
of abstraction?
• Children with DLD can learn, but to a lesser extent than TD children
• They might apply the rule less systematically, or TD children might continue to benefit
from more exposure to the words
• All children increase their scores in the generalisation steps
• Support from increasing the variability of the feature (Aguilar et al., 2018)
• Errors: still to be analysed
• Relational: d2 is a more salient feature than d1
• Linking results to executive functioning?
• Both groups perform above the level of chance for each step in each condition
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CR = Correct Response; d0 = distractor; d1 = distractor feat.1; d2 = distractor feat.2
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